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Zhaoyang Qu, Candidate for the Master of Science Degree 

University of Missouri—Kansas City, 2012 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

 Long Term Evolution has been the most popular technique all around the 

world, and Multi-User Multiple Input Multiple Output is widely considered a key 

technology for system capacity improvement in modern wireless networks. At the 

same time how to improve throughput maximization and user’s fairness in the 

network is becoming an advanced issue. Beamforming technology and group 

scheduling have provided a new method to address this issue.  

This work provides the trade-off between efficiency and fairness using 

group scheduling, including the Maximum Carrier to Interference, Round Robin 

and Proportional Fairness scheduling schemes, under the consideration of the 

fairness of each group in the wireless networks. This is vitally important for 

increasing both the total and individual group’s throughput.  

Beamforming technology is used to increase the throughput at the direct 

angle area where the beam focuses. This is especially helpful for the mobile users 



 
 

at the edge of the network cell, who will usually have the worst channel conditions. 

Beamforming will increase the Signal-to-Noise Ratio by 5dB as designed. Also, 

the beam will switch its angle with some certain feedback algorithms, such as 

those based on the decreasing of the possible Signal-to-Noise Ratio compared with 

its previous time slot, the maximum and minimum difference of possible and 

location Signal-to-Noise Ratio, using the throughput measurement  in the 

algorithms respectively. These schemes will boost the signal strength and also lead 

to increased total throughput, but at the same time they will face fairness 

requirements between the groups.  

 From simulation result, it is shown that with every beamforming type, the 

throughput will have certain increases. While at the same time the fairness has 

been improved. Some new approaches have addressed the guarantee of the 

minimum throughput for every group. Moreover, with the adjustment of the key 

parameters our simulation is more close to the real wireless networks, which 

expresses a future view of the wireless networks. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 With the growing number of mobile users and high requirements of both 

download speed and reliability, many more issues have been brought to our 

network. Lots of performance improvements for these requirements, such as 

operability, reliability, redundancy and efficiency have to be provided with better 

solutions than ever before. In order to provide operability and efficiency, network 

engineers use scheduling mechanisms to create a scheduling solution that 

maximizes capacity sharing and makes efficient use of spectrum. All of this needs 

to occur while incorporating: adaptive modulation and coding, fairness, 

heterogeneous traffic types with QoS (Quality of Service) requirements, OFDMA 

(Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access), mobility, user location, 

multiuser MIMO (multiple-input and multiple-output), and beamforming. 

 Group scheduling also is a new feature to be implemented where groups, 

like emergency or public safety, as a whole get particular service and capacity.  

 With the use of beamforming techniques, the throughput of the network 

system can be increased noticeably. The directional antenna is being used for the 

system to increase the directional gain as the demands of the system increase. 

With the use of group scheduling, the data of the wireless networks can also be 

organized with the different demands from the designers; the data with the same 
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features can be grouped and processed at the same time. This can reduce the load 

of the whole network, and as a result, it will enhance the efficiency. With the idea 

of group scheduling, there can be assured performance to public safety and 

emergency users, but it will decrease the spectrum utilization; therefore, tradeoffs 

have to be implemented as a necessary issue, as the commercial 3G/4G networks 

provide assured QoS. This is much more complicated because 3G and 4G 

networks must provide assured services through a combination of controls at the 

connection admission level and the packet scheduling level. Moreover, there are a 

lot of vital differences about how to accomplish this on the uplink versus the 

downlink. However, in this project, the downlink is the only aspect that will be 

considered, and we only use the uplink to give feedback to the BS (Base Station) 

directly and simply. For that reason the downlink usually has most of the data 

transfer that occurs from the BS to users compared with uplink.  

 Channel-aware downlink packet scheduling chooses which packets are to 

be sent to users that are at various locations with changing instantaneous channel 

conditions each time slot. The general objectives of any scheduling policy are to 

‘achieve the optimal usage of resources, to assure the QoS guarantees, to 

maximize throughputs, and to minimize power consumption while ensuring 

feasible algorithm complexity and system scalability.’[1] 
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1.1 Project Overview 

 With the development of the modern wireless network, thousands of new 

network solutions for the scheduling strategy for packet switching have been 

proposed. New demands of efficiency, bandwidth, delay and fairness also become 

the urgent issues; even more how to satisfy all these requirements is becoming 

important for the network engineers. The difficulty is how to make a balance 

among all these factors within a certain scheduling strategy. Especially, 

throughput, delay and packet loss requirements are hard to satisfy at the same time, 

because sometimes these elements are conflicting. Even more, fairness is the most 

popular topic for wireless networks among all the fields. It is hard to make an 

appropriate decision, but QoS has taken a vital place that cannot be neglected. 

From all of the reasons above, we want to provide only one scheduling type to 

comprise all these key elements. 

 

1.2 Aim of the Project 

This project’s aim is using the beamforming technique to improve the 

performance of throughput in the wireless network, which means the network can 

have much better signal strength and higher download speed with various channel 

conditions and unpredictable wireless environments. The approach of the project 

is to provide new scheduler models for LTE (Long Term Evolution) networks, 
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there are several ways to schedule and switch the directional antenna beam from 

the BS to the certain group, as follows. 

 choosing the maximum value of SNR that can be improved from the 

current time slot to the previous one; 

 choosing the largest difference between the SNR (Signal-to-noise ratio) 

strength with and the location SNR; 

 choosing the minimum value of the difference of SNR; 

 using these comparison algorithms with throughput respectively. 

Inside the group the Max C/I (Maximum Carrier to Interference), RR 

(Round Robin) and PF (Proportional Fairness) are implemented.  

As the system achieves maximal throughput, the fairness of the data 

transmission for each user has to be guaranteed, so PF is vitally important. In this 

project, the several small sections are divided by angles inside the range of the BS; 

we call these different sections with the name of “groups”. Inside the groups, the 

mobile users are located randomly, both in angle or the distance from the BS. In 

this method, certain users can create their own group. With these scheduling 

models, the throughput can reach a proposed level in some of the scheduling types; 

with other types the fairness will be better considered even more, so some can 

achieve a trade-off between throughput and fairness at the same time. The main 

functions of packet scheduling in LTE are:  
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 assigning available slots based on channel conditions for the packet data of 

each user;  

 monitoring the assignments of the packet and the load of the network;  

 providing larger capacity regions that can meet the required QoS guarantee 

under a heavier traffic load with more served users. 

 

1.3 Issues in the Proposal 

For this project, it does not assume a generic “good or bad” channel model 

as other works have done, but rather takes into consideration and takes advantage 

of propagation, shadowing, fading and diversity characteristics. Also with ideas of 

location, mobility and fairness concerns. The model of the wireless scenario can 

be performs the best when simulating all the factors listed before, and then decides 

how to switch the beam for every transmission block and how the BS makes 

decisions to choose which group is needing to have boosted signal strength by the 

beam. Further, what is the effectiveness of the scheduling algorithm proportional 

fairness? Can it satisfy the requirements for all the users? The most important 

question of this project is which algorithm the BS should take to receive the 

feedback for the next step of switching the beam. This thesis will focus on these 

questions and have appropriate solutions for all the questions. 
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1.4 Solutions 

For all the questions listed above, the solution is to create a new scheme for 

this wireless network model. Beamforming technology with directional antennas 

will provide vital performance. From Figure 1.1, we can see that the groups are 

divided by different angles; if in one cell there are 4 sections, each one allocates 

90 degrees and every group has different features, such as different group SNR 

and different throughput, which are related to the allocations of the mobile users 

inside the group. For example, some of the users may be close to the BS while 

others may be at the edge of the cell; some may be surrounded by fewer structures 

and others may have serious fading problems. All these factors can lead to 

differences between the groups.  
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Figure 1.1 Plot of the overview of the wireless system scenario 

The main scheduling schemes are used as a basis. Proportional Fair (PF) 

finds the nodes with the highest ratio. This project starts with the Proportional 

Fairness scheme between the groups and modifies it, also include directional 

antenna factors. Each group finds the nodes with the 3 highest PF factors and adds 

them together to compare with other groups. The reason of using PF is because it 

has a better fairness compared to Max C/I and a much higher throughput to RR. 

Max C/I, RR and PF are used inside the group between the nodes. 

With beamforming, how to choose the next section to boost the SNR is 

another issue. This project implements several algorithms for it:  
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 choosing the group with maximum difference between actual SNR and the 

average SNR for that location (location SNR); 

 choosing the group with the maximum difference between the real-time 

actual SNR and previous slot actual SNR; 

 choosing the group with the maximum difference between actual 

throughput and past throughput; 

 choosing the group with the maximum difference between the real-time 

actual throughput and previous slot actual throughput.  

The reasons for selecting these parameters is that the actual SNR can 

represent the current channel conditions, which is caused by fading, the distance 

from the BS and many other factors. The actual throughput can also be represented 

by the actual SNR, because with certain SNR the throughput is a certain value 

based on LTE modulation and coding schemes used at each SNR. When we use 

directional antennas to increase SNR by 5dB each time, the throughputs may have 

different values due to enabling better modulation and coding; sometimes they 

will not change too much but at other times they will have great changes. As a 

result, using throughput instead of SNR in the scheduling decisions may be 

another improvement for the algorithm. When receiving feedback on channel 

conditions, the BS can decide which section has the priority to get the additional 

5 dB from the beam. In this method, the total throughput will be increased and 
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also using PF can achieve a good fairness at the same time. Especially with 

beamforming, the fading problem with high structures surrounding the mobiles is 

not going to be a big issue anymore.  

 

1.5 Conclusion 

For this project, we can increase the throughput and have good fairness at 

the same time by using directional antennas, while also considering variable 

parameters such as the distance from BS or the fading and unstable channel 

conditions. However, the movement of mobiles is still a great issue that should be 

noticed in the future research by the network engineers. Better algorithms and 

more high technology will be required for a long time in the future and surely will 

be desired with the development of the network technique. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND DETAILS 

2.1 Long Term Evolution (LTE) 

LTE is a wireless data communication standard technology. Using new 

DSP (digital signal processing) techniques and modulations, LTE can increase the 

system capacity and wireless data rate, lower latency and improve average 

spectrum efficiency. The current version of LTE (Release 8) is not technically a 

4G standard. So LTE is not a revolution of wireless technology but an evolution 

instead. The aim of LTE is to simplify the architecture of the wireless system, to 

an all-IP flat architecture system, which is the future core technique for the 

wireless systems.  LTE’s download rate can achieve up to 299.6Mbit/s on the 

downlink and 75.4 Mbit/s on the uplink, which depends on the user equipment 

category, with two antennas at the BS and the other two at the mobile users for the 

basic MIMO equipment using 20MHz of spectrum. LTE also can increase the 

spectrum flexibility which can contain at least 200 active mobile users in each 

5MHz cell, support both FDD and TDD communication systems, support MBSFN 

(Multicast Broadcast Single Frequency Network), deliver services such as Mobile 

TV; and also LTE has low data transfer latency (less than 5ms to single user). 

Lots of beamforming algorithms have been proposed based on LTE 

currently: Multi-Stage beamforming for coded OFDM with Multiple Transmit and 
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Multiple Receive Antennas, Multi-Dimensional Beamforming for Adaptive 

MIMO Systems, Ack/Nak Aided Rank Adaptive Algorithm for Eigen based 

Beamforming and so on, as shown in [2][3][4]. 

 

2.2 Multiple-User Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MU-MIMO) 

In development of future wireless communication systems, MIMO has been 

the most significant technique; it has attracted more attention due to the potentially 

large increase in channel capacity and reliability. There are two types of MIMO, 

SU-MIMO (single-user multiple-input multiple-output) and MU-MIMO (multiple-

user multiple-input multiple-output). With SU-MIMO, the BS is communicating 

with only one user at one time period, but with MU-MIMO, multiple users can be 

communicating simultaneously. 

SU-MIMO is mostly used and suited to more complex user devices with 

more antennas, and MU-MIMO is feasible for low complexity devices with a 

small number of reception antennas. The key enabling feature of LTE-Advanced 

to meet high performance downlink requirements is multi-user MIMO, where a 

transmitter serves multiple users simultaneously at the same frequency, primarily 

relying on spatial separation. In the MU-MIMO downlink channel, the throughput 

of the system could be enhanced by exploiting the multi-user diversity gain. In 

general, MU-MIMO is a technology with the benefit of improving average user 
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spectral efficiency. [5] The recently finalized 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership 

Project) LTE standard can reach to 300Mbps for the downlink and 75Mbps for the 

uplink with OFDM (orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing) with SU-MIMO. 

LTE-Advanced can also have another achievement which is a major performance 

breakthrough from the current 3G system, in terms of achieving 1 Gbps downlink 

and 500Mbps uplink throughput using MU-MIMO and other techniques. [6]  

MU-MIMO has already been considered as a vital technology for system 

capacity improvement, at the same time achieving higher diversity gain in today’s 

wireless networks. MU-MIMO allows multiple users to be co-scheduled on the 

same time-frequency resources to exploit the system's gain with many other users, 

which means the BS can communicate with multiple users at the same time. This 

will certainly increase the traffic of the wireless network. Usually, the network 

will be overloaded and lead to a high packet loss and delay, but with the MU-

MIMO technique, a higher throughput and stronger SNR will be created instead of 

the packet loss and delay. The users can select the diversity gain to arise from the 

independent fading channels from the BS to the multiple users. It is well known 

that the information theoretical optimal MU-MIMO scheme is DPC (dirty paper 

coding). It will have great improvement for the uplink. However, we are only 

going to focus on downlink but not uplink. The code book precoder will not be an 

issue for our project.    
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2.3 Beamforming 

With beamforming technology, we are able to implement advanced 

physical layer techniques with carrier aggregation, enhanced interference 

coordination techniques, and enhanced multiple-antenna schemes.[5] 

Beamforming is one of the most modern and special methods of radio-

frequency transmission that is most often used in the BS. With this technology, a 

BS that supports beamforming focuses its energy on the mobile devices directly 

within the beam. In this way, the signal strength can be boosted at a certain dB 

inside the beam, and lead to an increase in the throughput. When using the 

beamforming technique, the BS has to install numbers of physical antennas or 

simulate many antennas to create antenna patterns and paths between the BS and 

mobile users. During a transmission block, which contains several time slots, the 

BS selects the best path. That path will be the one where the radio waves 

emanating from two or more BS antennas combine to form a straight stronger 

signal at the users. Phase means that the delays on the transmission and receive 

paths are communication paths, which interfere with each other to cancel one 

another with a dropping throughput. Beamforming technology has achieved the 

strongest correlation among the space channels. As a result, the configuration of 

the antenna greatly effects on the algorithm performance. That is the reason that in 
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the practical environment, with the better antennas' correlation, the performance 

will be better as well. 

 The beamforming technique uses the symmetry of the uplink and downlink 

channels; the uplink is used to receive the signal corresponding to the antenna 

array using channel estimation to realize the calculation of beamforming vectors 

for each user, to give feedback to the BS. Usually, the beamforming’s vectors have 

a standard transparent measurement to measure the channel characteristics in the 

MIMO scenarios. Beamforming derives the downlink MIMO channel under the 

consideration of the uplink MIMO channel. There are two key calculation 

processes of beamforming:  

(1) The calculation of spatial correlation matrix (space covariance matric); 

(2) Beamforming vector calculation. [7] 

 When the BS makes the decision of which kind of scheduling algorithm 

should be selected, it has to compare possibilities for the whole system’s 

throughput and schedules the transmission block to the mobile users with the 

highest throughputs expected. In the meantime, other QoS mechanisms, such as 

channel efficiency, fairness, delay and many other factors should be taken account 

in making scheduling part, not only to balance the cell average or cell edge 

performance, but also to make a trade-off among the users with different distances 

and fading issues. 
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 In the past decade, there are lots of MU-MIMO beamforming algorithms 

that have been implemented, such as block diagonalization (BD), maximum 

signal-to-leakage ratio (SLR), zero-forcing (ZF) beamforming, and signal-to-

leakage-noise ratio (SLNR) based pre-coding. The latter two have better 

performance for MU-MIMO systems than other scheduling methods, for the 

reason that with various antenna configurations these two schedulers require low 

computational burden at the BS. For widely used MU-MIMO deployment 

technology in LTE-Advanced, realistic Channel State Information (CSI) feedback 

schemes are highly required as well.  

There are two important aspects of the MU-MIMO, spatial multiplexing 

and spatial diversity. Spatial multiplexing is sending two or more different data 

streams across the same channel to multiply the throughput of a single stream. 

Spatial multiplexing is distance-sensitive and works best for high-throughput, 

short distance transmissions. Spatial diversity is using redundancy to improve 

signal reception. Specifically, this involves sending the same data stream out of 

two or more antennas and delaying one stream slightly to improve reception 

chances and thus improve throughput or coverage distance. With these two main 

techniques, beamforming can provide substantial transmit gain to the MU-MIMO 

wireless system by using smart antennas. 
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2.4 Fading 

Fading is one of the most important issues of the wireless network that we 

cannot ignore as well. Fading is caused by the attenuation affecting the signal 

across the propagation path. Fading is the fluctuations in the phase and amplitude 

of a signal due to the creation of multiple paths when the signal travels from the 

BS to the receiver, experiencing the interference between them. The transmission 

from the BS to mobile users creates a number of electromagnetic components that 

have different reflections. These components combine together and are received 

by mobile devices. In the meantime, with the movement of the mobile users, the 

interference caused by the surrounding building structures will alter the multipath 

components.  

The fading can be slow or fast fading, referring to the rate of the phase and 

magnitude changes with respect to the signal changes. When there are large 

objects, like mountains, buildings and trees on the transmission path, creating a 

shadowing area, then the phase and amplitude of the signal can be considered 

roughly constant. This kind of fading is called shadowing fading or slow fading. 

Slow fading is always modeled by a log-normal distribution with standard 

deviation. Fast fading is when the channel coherence time is small relative to the 

channel delay constraint. Lots of scattering, refraction and reflection can lead the 

multipath fast fading with the signal coinciding on the receiving antenna and 
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causing cancelling. Fast fading is also called multipath fading and the model is 

Rayleigh fading. Moreover, the concept of flat fading and frequency selective 

fading is decided by the coherence bandwidth and signal bandwidth.  

In this project, we use the Okumura-Hata model for large scale pathloss, 

log-normal shadowing, Rayleigh fading, and Doppler spreading. This model deals 

with the reflection and scattering caused by city structures. We suppose a scenario 

in a suburban area; the Okumura-Hata model has the features of frequency from 

150MHz to 1500MHz; BS antenna height is between 30m and 200m; mobile 

antenna height is from 1m to 10m, within the range of 20km. The Okumura-Hata 

model can be shown as below: 

The Okumura-Hata Model for Urban Areas is formulated as follows: 

           (1) 

For a small or medium sized city, 

                                                             (2) 

And for large cities, 

                                              (3) 

Where 

LU = Path loss in Urban Areas. Unit: decibel (dB) 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decibel
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hB = Height of base station Antenna. Unit: meter (m) 

hM = Height of mobile station Antenna. Unit: meter (m) 

f = Frequency of Transmission. Unit: Megahertz (MHz). 

CH  = Antenna height correction factor 

d = Distance between the base and mobile stations. Unit: kilometer (km). 

Using this model, we assume there is no dominant obstacle between the BS 

and mobile users, and the terrain profile only slowly changes. Therefore, this 

model has the most similarity with the radio frequency propagation model of real 

suburban wireless networks. 

 

2.5 Group Scheduling 

In this project, the group scheduling strategy is created for maximizing 

channel capacity and making the spectrum be used efficiently for all the users in 

order to assure the performance to a certain group with different demands. These 

groups may include police, fire, or emergency groups that would have special 

requirements for access to capacity, reliable throughput, or coverage regardless of 

their locations in the cell.  At the same time, group scheduling tries to be fair to all 

the groups. Fairness can be issued by different parameters. In this project, we 

mainly focus on time slot and throughput. For a time slot, if all the mobile users 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Megahertz
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antenna_(radio)
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can have the same time slot during different channel conditions, that means each 

of the users has the same chance to communicate with the BS. For the throughput, 

the users may have equal throughput even though they receive different numbers 

of time slots. That means that with better channel condition, there may receive 

fewer time slots, but with each time slot the throughput may be much higher than 

the others in poor channel conditions. 

With group scheduling, we can separate the users into several groups in a 

signal cell. Each group has its own feature, such as different distance from BS or 

different angle to the BS. Also, the fading issue should not be ignored in the real 

wireless environment as discussed before. 

In this project, we propose to use several scheduling schemes that we 

discuss in the following subsections, Max C/I, RR and PF, and implement variants 

of PF between the groups that consider directional antenna gain. The reason that 

the PF scheme is considered is because it has features of channel efficiency, good 

throughput and fairness. Inside the group, Max C/I, RR and PF are going to be 

used for scheduling among the mobile users. With the simulation result and Table 

2.1, Max C/I is shown to have the best total system throughput with poor fairness; 

RR has the best fairness but wastes lots of the channel resources. PF strikes a 

balance between throughput and fairness; the users with good channel condition 

will gain more bandwidth, while the bad users will still have the chance to share 
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some of the slots. This will assure that each user will have minimum slots and has 

the opportunity to transmit while the ones with bad channels will not take too 

much of the resources from the total system, which will not lead to a low 

throughput of the whole network. 

Table 2.1 Comparison of throughput and fairness using different scheduling 

types 

 
 

2.5.1 Maximum Carrier to Interference (Max C/I) 

 Maximum Carrier to Interference Ratio (Max C/I) has the purpose to 

maximize the system’s capacity by serving the groups with the best channel 

quality conditions for the real-time system, but at the expense of fairness since 

those groups with bad channel quality conditions may not get served [8]. Hence, 

Max C/I, a totally unfair scheme but with the best and maximum throughput, will 

always choose the nodes with the best channel conditions, which are usually those 

closest to the BS. So the time slots allocations to different users will be very 

variable, for some good ones may have all the chances to transmit while others 

will not even get the minimum slots they need, or even have a chance to share the 

channel. 
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2.5.2 Round Robin (RR) 

 The Round Robin scheme has low implementation complexity. Specifically 

speaking, the scheduler polls each group in a cyclic order and serves the group 

from one to the next. RR is one of the oldest, simplest, and fairest and most widely 

used scheduling algorithm, designed especially for time-sharing systems. It would 

follow the general types of scheduling have been developed without making good 

use of wireless channel.[9] As a result, RR has the best fairness among all the 

scheduling types. Almost all of the nodes share equal time slots, they always get 

the same chance to transmit the slots without considering the channel condition. 

However, it has the worst bandwidth utilization, for the reason that some users 

may take full use of the bandwidth with good channel conditions, but others may 

have minimal throughput because of a bad channel. RR is of great interest when 

considering scenarios other than the high-speed point-to-point scenario. Therefore, 

since RR is an attempt to treat all groups equally, the performance of the 

throughput will be significantly poor and will lead to the lack of flexibility. 

 

2.5.3 Proportional Fairness (PF) 

 Proportional fairness is the approach that chooses the node with the highest 

ratio of instantaneous effective channel rate divided by its achieved average 

channel rate. It tries to increase the degree of fairness among groups by selecting 
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those with the largest relative channel quality. PF provides an almost fair chance 

for all the users to have equal probabilities to share time slots. However, a recent 

study shows that the PF scheme gives more priority to groups with high variance 

in their channel conditions [9]. PF produces lower overall channel throughput but 

much better fairness. The fairness requirement is based on the thought that one 

group might wish to be treated equal to any other groups. The following formula 

presents the PF scheme chosen by the group based on the maximum value over all 

i, which is the current channel rate divided by its average. 

                                                            (4) 

 The PF algorithm was proposed after researching the potential unfairness of 

increasing the capacity of LTE by means of differentiating among different groups. 

Recently, the interest in wireless communications has shifted into the field of 

broadband systems, such as multicarrier transmission systems, for instance, LTE 

and 4G networks. Scheduling decisions for transmissions of packets to groups 

depend on channel state information, and by allocating most of the resources to the 

users who have the best channel conditions, the total system capacity of the LTE 

could be increased. However, such resource allocation favors the users which are 

close to the BS, similar to Max C/I, and this will result in increasing the unfairness 

between the different groups. While throughput optimal scheduling could be 

implemented by taking advantage of the multi-user diversity effect, the users with 
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worse channel conditions will have a lower probability to get the resource, but this 

unfairness can be changed by using PF. In one aspect, the PF algorithm seeks to 

increase the fairness among the groups at the same time as keeping some of the 

high system throughput characteristics. In the other aspect, the PF scheduling 

algorithm has received much attention due to its favorable trade-off between total 

system throughput and fairness in throughput between scheduled users [10] [11]. 

The PF scheduling algorithm can achieve multi-user diversity [11][12], where the 

scheduler tracks the channel fluctuations of the users and only schedules users 

when their instantaneous channel quality is near the peak. In other words, the PF 

scheme is a channel state based scheduling algorithm that relies on the concept of 

exploiting user diversity. Flat fading channels with Rayleigh fading are simulated 

in this project as the most standardized working type of fading; the PF scheme also 

has been studied under this kind of well-defined propagation channel conditions 

extensively. Smart antenna technology is not simply used for MU-MIMO, but 

especially for PF scheme it can be widely used. 

 

2.6 Related Work 

As we can see, beamforming technology is totally a new area for 3G/4G, 

and it will be widely used in the future with the increasing of requirements of 

wireless networks. It will allow base stations to dynamically direct their beams in 
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directions where groups of users can benefit during one or a group of time slots. 

Here we cite a few references of work done relating beamforming in wireless 

networks. 

The paper [13] proposes a new scheduling and beamforming scheme based 

on coordinated beamforming for the MU-MIMO systems. The BS will choose the 

subset of users based on utilizing the feedback of a channel matrix as designed, 

which means the scheme optimizes transmit and receive beamforming combined 

jointly. This paper’s simulation results show that this new scheme can reach a 

higher sum rate compared to the original one at the receivers when using multiple 

smart antennas instead of only one. 

In [14], opportunistic beamforming is introduced and used to support 

multiple users at a time; this technology is useful to form multiple beams with 

little interference. The beams are fixed as this paper cites, the only need is to 

perform user selection (and power allocation if necessary). It is also shown that the 

approach is to build an antenna array using multiple base station or access point 

units. The opportunistic beamforming is based on user classification in 

conjunction with a single beamforming matrix. 

The paper [15] is introducing and comparing some of the modern 

algorithms, and shows different resource allocation algorithms developed for the 

downlink of multiuser OFDM systems. The author indicates the performance of 
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several downlink algorithms by considering spectral efficiency and fairness, 

mainly considering the trade-off between these two features of wireless systems. 

This paper allocates two major classes of dynamic resource algorithms: margin 

adaptive and rate adaptive, and no matter which optimization method is used in 

both classes, the overall performance will be improved with the increasing of the 

number of users, because of the multiuser diversity.   

Even with the papers just mentioned and work by many other researchers in 

the past two decades, there is less discussion about using beamforming technology 

to improve the performance within the idea of group scheduling, especially for the 

MU-MIMO wireless network systems. This is a wide open area that needs to be 

studied more in the future, to improve the throughput and make better fairness as 

well.  
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CHAPTER 3 

SIMULATION DESIGN 

3.1 Introduction to MATLAB 

MATLAB (Matrix Laboratory) is a numerical computing environment and 

fourth-generation programming language which is developed by MathWorks. It 

has many functions, including matrix manipulations, plotting of functions and data, 

implementation of algorithms, creation of user interfaces, etc. It is extremely 

useful in the simulation and analysis of many aspects of engineering fields, 

including wireless networks, complex networks, control systems, and so forth. 

Moreover, because of its simplification and high efficiency, it has been widely 

used by engineers around the world and studied by the students and researchers.  

 

3.2 Brief Introduction to MATLAB Simulation Code 

 A fully functional simulator within MATLAB to test the algorithms and 

analysis the dynamics between scheduling scheme among the groups and inside 

group has been implemented. The Okumura-Hata model is used for large scale 

fading and log-normal shadowing, and Rayleigh fading; and Doppler spreading 

are implemented. Using these channel models, the instantaneous SNR for each 

node can be calculated at each time slot. We used the table from IEEE 802.16 

documents to associate modulation/coding schemes with these SNR values to 
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obtain possible instantaneous throughput for each node. Such a table is also 

available for LTE. 

 Inside the group, Max C/I, RR and PF are used. For the these schemes, 

there is heavy traffic which means every node always has a packet to transmit, and 

with expected results, Max C/I has the best throughput and PF is in second place 

while RR has the worst performance of throughput. Considering fairness issues, 

the more even the allocation of time slots, the more we consider the scheduling 

scheme to be fair. The RR scheme has the best performance for fairness; every 

node uses the time slots equally. Max C/I as predicted is the worst one, because it 

only considers the channel conditions; the users with good channels will take most 

of the slots to transmit, and the others will have no chance to send any information. 

PF is the scheme that could sacrifice partial performance of the throughputs, to 

gain better fairness than Max C/I; the users with bad channels can share some time 

slots from the whole system. If the nodes in one group were far away and others 

are close, the PF algorithm would give roughly the same number of slots to each 

group, but the throughput would be much different, which again might not meet 

fairness objectives. So trade-off between throughput and fairness is a difficult goal 

to achieve at the same time, even using the PF scheme. This is one reason why 

directional antennas provide substantial potential benefit. 
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 For the PF approach, several users from each group with the highest PF 

weighting parameters and selected the group with the highest sum. This is the 

scheme between the groups. We are going to choose PF between groups for the 

reason that Max C/I and RR are not satisfied with both the throughput and fairness. 

3.3 Explanation of Key Blocks of MATLAB Code for this Project 

 The following subsections will describe the key functional blocks of the 

simulator as follows. 

 

Figure 3.1 Code for the Okumura-Hata model 

 The code in Figure 3.1 is used to generate the Okumura-Hata model.  
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Figure 3.2 Code for dividing by angle 

 The code in Figure 3.2 presents how to divide a single cell into several 

equal groups; GA is the number of groups that are needed in the project. In this 

project, GA is 4, which means there are four groups, each one covers 90 degrees 

of the cell. 

 

Figure 3.3 Code of sorting distances and angles 
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 The code of Figure 3.3 shows how to sort the nodes by the distance and 

angle into a map and use this map to allocate the certain nodes into each group. 

 For each node, there are two aspects, the angle and the distance from the 

BS; we can use these two factors to create a two-dimensional map as we need. The 

distance from the BS is randomly picked as one metric; the simulation commonly 

used the randomly generated vector, [6 7 9 7.5 9.9 8 5 4 9.2 2 4.5 7 5 6 9.8 5.5 2.3 

3.4 8 9.5]. The angle from the BS is located by anglefromBS=[1:20]./20.*360, 

which means the 20 users are located from 0
o
 to 360

o
, increased by 18

o
 by each 

time. Sorting the angles and distances of each node into a matrix, the distribution 

of the location of each node can be shown clearly, allocating them into different 

groups by angles with the use of this matrix. This matrix can be shown as the 

Figure 3.4. 

 

Figure 3.4 Distance and angle map with random values 
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Figure 3.5 Code of matching SNR to throughput 

 The code in Figure 3.5 is used to map the SNR of each node to the 

throughput, because the channel condition can be presented by SNR, but the 

measurement of the performance of the system is based on throughput. Moreover, 

if the SNR of the node was holding a certain value, the throughput is a certain 

value as well. It is not going to change with other variables. Just for purposes of 

simulation, a table of typical SNR and throughput was used for the simulations 

that were provided by the IEEE 802.16 standard as in Table 3.1 and FThis work is 

consistent with his Master's thesis work that is already ongoing. He will provide 

biweekly face-to-face progress reports on his activities with his internship.igure 

3.6.  

Table 3.1 Table of SNR vs throughput  

SNRclasses 24.4 22.7 18.2 16.4 11.2 9.4 6.4 

DLThroughput 14.26 12.6 9.5 6.34 4.75 3.17 1.41 
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Figure 3.6 SNR classes versus throughput 

 

 
Figure 3.7 Code of creating actual SNR, location SNR, and difference between 

these two SNRs 

 For the code of Figure 3.7, we create a matrix by actual SNR, location SNR 

and the difference between these two SNRs. 

 Then we have several types of beamforming algorithms. In each case, we 

use a metric and add together the top 3 values for mobiles in the group and 

compare with other groups. 
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1. Type 0 – Choosing the group based on PF metric only. This is a baseline 

comparison since the potential benefits of beamforming are not included. 

2. Type 1 – Choosing the group with the worst SNR compared with its 

previous time slots. 

3. Type 2 – Using beamforming to the group with the maximum difference 

between the possible and location SNR. The possible SNR is that which 

could be obtained using beamsteering. The location SNR is the average 

SNR that results from a nodes location. 

4. Type 3 – Using beamforming to the group with the minimum difference 

between the possible and location SNR. The purpose of this type is to make 

it a priority to help those with poor channel conditions. 

5. Type 4 – Choosing the group with the worst possible new throughput 

compared with its previous time slots.  The possible new throughput would 

be caused if an antenna were pointed in that direction with a gain of 5 dB.  

The purpose of this type is to again make it a priority to help those with 

poor channel conditions. 

6. Type 5 – Using beamforming to the group with the maximum difference 

between the possible throughput and the average throughput that has been 

attained. 
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7. Type 6 – Using beamforming to the group with the minimum difference 

between the possible throughput and average throughput.  This also helps 

those with poor channel conditions. 

8. Type 7 – Using the group with the maximum possible throughput, with no 

regard to fairness.  This represents that maximum throughput that could be 

obtained, but some groups would have many more slots than others. 

 We use these beamforming types to process the feedback from the users to 

the BS and make scheduling decisions. 

 The first one is comparing the difference of the possible SNR and its 

previous slot value. Since we have already sorted the SNR matrix from the low to 

high values of possible SNR, then we check the difference in SNR in the relative 

rows. When we find the first difference SNR with a negative value, which means 

the channel condition is not as good as it was, then we would choose this group, 

which means this one should be boosted by the beamforming. If there is another 

situation where there is no such negative difference SNR in this column, which 

means all the possible SNR’s are good enough compared to their previous actual 

SNR values, then we should pick the value with the smallest number, for the 

obvious reason that this group has the worst channel condition among all the 

groups. The matrix of the beamforming type 4 is shown in the Figure 3.8.For the 

Gcombined, the first the column stands for the possible SNR for this time slot, the 
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second column is the difference of the possible SNR and the SNR of the previous 

slot, the last column is the group number respectively.  

 

Figure 3.8 The calculation details of beamforming type 1 

 Based on this algorithm after running multiple simulations and taking 

average values, out of 19160.2 slots that are allocated to group 1, of those 15335.2 

slots had the negative difference in SNR values. That means that more than 75% 

of the slots are going to choose the group 1 based on its negative difference, and 

almost 20% of the total slots are chosen based on the minimum but positive 

difference. As we can draw a conclusion that in this situation, the group 1 has the 

worst the channel, and most of the time the channel is getting worse.  

 The second algorithm is using the maximum difference in SNR, which 

intends to increase the group with best instantaneous difference in channel 

conditions. Meanwhile, the third group is using the minimum difference in SNR 
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which means the chosen group will have the worst difference in channel condition. 

These factors are the key to processing the comparison with SNR, but another way 

is to compare the differences in throughput that could be attained.  

 

Figure 3.9 Code of scheduling types  

 The code in Figure 3.9 shows that inside the group, there are three kinds of 

methods of scheduling, the first one is Max C/I (scheduling type 1), the second 

one is RR (scheduling type 2), and the third method is PF (scheduling type 3). 

 

3.4 Programming Diagnosis 

 In order to prove this code works as we designed, we are going to choose 

beamforming type 5 to complete the diagnosis. The number of the users is 20; the 

locations of these users are given randomly, which means we are going to use the 
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matrix of table A for this project. The directional gain is 5dB, We also use the 

concept of a transmission block that assumes that beamforming might not be 

possible for every slot, but rather only a block of slot. But for code validation 

purposes, the transmission block between the groups is 1, and the same for the 

transmission block is used inside the group; the total number of packets is 20,000. 

The simulation results are shown in the following three figures. Most of the results 

are self-explanatory. The variable pastslots tells how many slots are allocated to 

each node.  Note for the first example, scheduling type 1, that a vastly different 

number of slots is given to each node since Max C/I is used. 
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Figure 3.10 Simulation result for beamforming type 5 and scheduling type 1 
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Figure 3.11 Simulation result for beamforming type 5 and scheduling type 2 
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Figure 3.12 Simulation result for beamforming type 5 and scheduling type 3  

 The Figure 3.13 will show the distribution of the slots and the past 

throughput for the three scheduling types. 
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Figure 3.13 Plot of time slots allocated to each user 

 

 

Figure 3.14 Plot of throughput allocated to each user 

 As we can see from the simulation results and the statistic plots above, for 

the Scheduling type 1, which is Max C/I, the past slots inside the group for each 
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user have huge differences. The larger location SNR will lead to a larger past 

throughput, which also results in a much larger value of the past slots. From the 

results, some of the users can utilize the channel more than 5000 slots, while the 

worst ones will only send the packets in one slot. Because the BS decides to use 

the best channel for the most of the time slots, this will result in a very high total 

throughput compared with the other two scheduling types (12.54 Mbps). For RR, 

the past slots are almost the same for every user within their own group even 

though there are some differences between groups; they share the channel exactly 

equally; and the past throughput for each user is more average than Max C/I. Since 

the users with bad channel conditions can transmit at the same chances, their 

throughput will have great improvement. Because of the idea of total fairness, RR 

has the worst total system throughput (6.21Mbps). For PF, the past slots in each 

group have some variations but not too much. Still like Max C/I, the ones with 

better channels will share more time slots than the others, and have higher past 

throughputs. At the same time, the users with worse channel conditions still have 

much more chance to communicate with the BS than Max C/I. In this way, the PF 

scheduling scheme can ensure the fairness of the users but in the meantime to 

guarantee the throughput.  

 The following tables will show the variations over five simulation runs. 
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Table 3.2 Simulation result of scheduling type 1 with five simulations and the 

average values 

basic random seed times1 times2 times3 times4 times5 average 

schedulingtype 1 1 1 1 1 1 

beamformingtype 5 5 5 5 5 5 

sum of groupbyAngle1 2305 2676 2579 2765 2549 2574.8 

sum of groupbyAngle2 7240 6448 6257 6347 6521 6562.6 

sum of groupbyAngle3 3098 3470 3359 3506 3446 3375.8 

sum of groupbyAngle4 7357 7406 7805 7382 7484 7486.8 

GroupbyAngle 1 throughput in Mbps  0.87 1.23 1.17 1.25 1.17 1.138 

GroupbyAngle 2 throughput in Mbps  4.99 4.55 4.4 4.48 4.6 4.604 

GroupbyAngle 3 throughput in Mbps  1.65 2.08 2.02 2.09 2.06 1.98 

GroupbyAngle 4 throughput in Mbps  5.03 5.19 5.47 5.16 5.24 5.218 

Total throughput in Mbps  12.54 13.04 13.06 12.98 13.07 12.938 

 

 

 

Table 3.3 Simulation result of scheduling type 2 with five simulations and the 

average values 

 times1 times2 times3 times4 times5 average 

schedulingtype 2 2 2 2 2 2 

beamformingtype 5 5 5 5 5 5 

sum of groupbyAngle1 4394 4569 4621 4587 4531 4540.4 

sum of groupbyAngle2 5295 5143 5159 5163 5224 5196.8 

sum of groupbyAngle3 5066 5093 5041 5105 5034 5067.8 

sum of groupbyAngle4 5245 5195 5179 5145 5211 5195 

GroupbyAngle 1 throughput in Mbps  0.81 1.11 1.11 1.1 1.1 1.046 

GroupbyAngle 2 throughput in Mbps  1.97 2.19 2.17 2.18 2.19 2.14 

GroupbyAngle 3 throughput in Mbps  1.46 1.81 1.81 1.81 1.81 1.74 

GroupbyAngle 4 throughput in Mbps  1.97 2.16 2.16 2.15 2.17 2.122 

Total throughput in Mbps  6.21 7.28 7.24 7.25 7.27 7.05 
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Table 3.4 Simulation result of scheduling type 3 with five simulations and the 

average values 

 times1 times2 times3 times4 times5 average 

schedulingtype 3 3 3 3 3 3 

beamformingtype 5 5 5 5 5 5 

sum of groupbyAngle1 4711 4711 4741 4730 4726 4723.8 

sum of groupbyAngle2 5253 5218 5233 5237 5215 5231.2 

sum of groupbyAngle3 4665 4817 4796 4814 4812 4780.8 

sum of groupbyAngle4 5371 5254 5230 5219 5247 5264.2 

GroupbyAngle 1 throughput in Mbps  1.55 1.91 1.91 1.9 1.9 1.834 

GroupbyAngle 2 throughput in Mbps  2.7 2.99 2.98 2.97 2.99 2.926 

GroupbyAngle 3 throughput in Mbps  2.21 2.57 2.57 2.57 2.57 2.498 

GroupbyAngle 4 throughput in Mbps  2.67 2.92 2.93 2.9 2.92 2.868 

Total throughput in Mbps  9.14 10.39 10.39 10.35 10.37 10.128 

 

  

 From the above three tables, the changings are due to the fading of the 

system which is based on the real wireless networks we simulated. And the results 

can be shown in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 3.15 Plot of total throughput distribution with three scheduling types 
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Table 3.5 The average of simulation results 
schedulingtype 1 2 3 

beamformingtype 5 5 5 

sum of groupbyAngle1 2574.8 4540.4 4723.8 

sum of groupbyAngle2 6562.6 5196.8 5231.2 

sum of groupbyAngle3 3375.8 5067.8 4780.8 

sum of groupbyAngle4 7486.8 5195 5264.2 

GroupbyAngle 1 throughput in Mbps 1.138 1.046 1.834 

GroupbyAngle 2 throughput in Mbps 4.604 2.14 2.926 

GroupbyAngle 3 throughput in Mbps 1.98 1.74 2.498 

GroupbyAngle 4 throughput in Mbps 5.218 2.122 2.868 

Total throughput in Mbps 12.938 7.05 10.128 

 

 Now we change the distance map to that in Figure 3.16, where the first 15 

nodes have a same distance from the BS of 2 km and the last 5 and 8 km away. 

We can draw the conclusion that the first three groups (first 15 nodes, 5 nodes per 

group) will have almost the same throughput and time slots, while the last group 

will have the least throughput due to the farthest distance.  

 

Figure 3.16 Distance and angle map with testing values 

 The simulation result of these two distance maps is shown in Table 3.6. As 

we can see from the table, the throughput is changing with the distance, and we 

can make the conclusion that the throughput is decided mainly based on the 
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distance from the user to the BS. The nearer to the BS, the higher the throughputs 

are.  

 

Table 3.6 The comparison of random distance and testing distance 

 random distance fixed distance 

schedulingtype 1 2 3 1 2 3 

beamformingtype 5 5 5 5 5 5 

sum of groupbyAngle1 2574.8 4540.4 4723.8 5387 4954.6 5374.6 

sum of groupbyAngle2 6562.6 5196.8 5231.2 5384.8 4955 5374.4 

sum of groupbyAngle3 3375.8 5067.8 4780.8 5382 4945.4 5374.6 

sum of groupbyAngle4 7486.8 5195 5264.2 3846.2 5145 3876.4 

GroupbyAngle 1 throughput in Mbps 1.138 1.046 1.834 3.842 3.476 3.832 

GroupbyAngle 2 throughput in Mbps 4.604 2.14 2.926 3.84 3.476 3.832 

GroupbyAngle 3 throughput in Mbps 1.98 1.74 2.498 3.838 3.476 3.832 

GroupbyAngle 4 throughput in Mbps 5.218 2.122 2.868 1.544 1.096 1.55 

Total throughput in Mbps 12.938 7.05 10.128 13.062 11.52 13.048 

         

 Moreover, this result can show that this code works in the appropriate way. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

4.1 Simulation Result and Analysis 

4.1.1 Comparison of the different beamforming types 

 There are three scheduling types:  Max C/I, RR and PF. There also seven 

types of beamforming scheduling algorithms in this project: no beamforming used, 

using beamforming to the group with the worst SNR compared with its previous 

time slots, using beamforming to the group with the maximum difference between 

the possible SNR and location SNR and minimum difference between them, using 

beamforming to the group with the worst throughput compared with its previous 

time slots, using beamforming to the group with the maximum difference between 

the possible throughput and past throughput and the minimum difference between 

them.  

 We use three different scheduling types for the reason of comparing the 

system throughput between the groups with the idea of different group scheduling. 

The seven types of beamforming scheduling are used to decide which algorithm 

the BS should choose to use for the next transmission block with different 

feedback comparisons, in order to improve the system throughput as well as the 

consider fairness.  
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 In this project, there are several parameters with which we are concerned: 

Since we group the nodes based on their angle from the BS, the first parameter to 

consider is the sum of group by angle, which stands for the total time slots the 

group can share from the systems. This presents fairness between the groups in 

this system. The group by angle throughput in Mbps stands for the throughput in 

each group respectively, and the total throughput presents the capacity each 

algorithm can reach.  

 Figure 4.1 presents the throughput of each beamforming type using the PF 

scheduling type inside the groups, for the reason that PF has the best performance 

with both the fields of throughput and fairness, so we are mainly concerned PF.  

 

 
Figure 4.1 Plot of total throughput for each beamforming type 
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Table 4.1 Simulation results of different beamforming type 
beamformingtype 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

sum of groupbyAngle1 

time slots 

4461.8 11317.8 4970.8 4958.6 19138.6 4743.8 19850.4 8 

sum of groupbyAngle2 

time slots 

5372.2 2394.6 5036 5027.6 40 5213 4.6 9138 

sum of groupbyAngle3 

time slots 

4880.6 3854.8 4973.6 5053.4 768 4804.4 137 954 

sum of groupbyAngle4 

time slots 

5285.4 2432.8 5019.6 4960.4 53.4 5238.8 8 9900 

GroupbyAngle 1 

throughput in Mbps 

1.128 3.548 1.9 1.382 6.44 1.902 6.734 0 

GroupbyAngle 2 

throughput in Mbps 

2.452 1.266 2.918 2.73 0.016 2.982 0 5.14 

GroupbyAngle 3 

throughput in Mbps 

1.754 1.468 2.628 2.01 0.282 2.568 0.044 0.52 

GroupbyAngle 4 

throughput in Mbps 

2.466 1.292 2.874 2.668 0.02 2.912 0 5.33 

Total throughput in Mbps 7.8 7.576 10.32 8.792 6.758 10.364 6.784 11.00 

 

 From Figure 4.1 and Table 4.1, the beamforming type 0 is using no beam 

technique in the system, and it can be considered as a reference group. When using 

beamforming with a gain of 5 dB in the system, the throughput of types 2, 3 and 5 

have at least 12.7% increase, and these groups have the best fairness of the time 

slots as well. Type 7 is also used for reference and chooses the group with the 

maximum possible throughput with the 5 dB gain in that slot.  Table 4.1 shows the 

maximum throughput that could be achieved (assuming PF inside the groups), but 

it also shows that this will produce very unfair slot allocations between groups.  

Note that the overall total throughput is not much higher compared to types 2 and 

5. Also from Figure 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5, for the beamforming type 1, group 1 
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shares more than half of the total slots due to the algorithms. The reason is because 

the average distance for group 1 is the farthest from the BS, so this group has the 

worst average channel conditions among the four groups. In these schemes, the BS 

will let this group have many more slots to improve the group’s performance, but 

at the same time, other groups only can share the rest of the slots. This will 

decrease both the throughput of each other group and the total system. As a result, 

the total throughput is not good enough and also the fairness cannot be guaranteed. 

Beamforming types 4 and 6 are the worst two schemes based on the feedback. The 

BS will only choose the group which has the worst channel. That is leading to a 

situation that group 1 is allocated almost all of the time slots because it has bad 

channels. The total throughput will increase; it is even than without using 

beamforming. 
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Figure 4.2 Plot of fairness based on time slots between groups for the 

beamforming type 0, 1, 2 and 3  

 

Figure 4.3 Plot of fairness based on time slots between groups for the 

beamforming type 0, 4, 5 and 6 
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Figure 4.4 Plot of fairness based on throughput between groups for the 

beamforming type 0, 1, 2 and 3 

 

Figure 4.5 Plot of fairness based on throughput between groups for the 

beamforming type 0, 4, 5 and 6 
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4.1.2 Guarantee the Minimum Throughput of the Beamforming Types 4 and 6 

 As we can see from the simulation result, for beamforming types 4 and 6 

the BS gives the highest priority to the group which has the worst channel 

conditions in the system. This means this group takes too many time slots; 

therefore, it results in the other groups having too few chances to communicate 

with the BS. Although our purpose of type 4 and 6 is helping the group like group 

1, we don’t want the system to be so unfair. Consequently, in order to improve the 

whole system performance, we need to help the group with worst channel while at 

the same time; we have to guarantee that other groups still have enough slots to 

transmit the packets. Therefore, we create two new schemes: the first one is to 

limit the total past throughput of each group, and the second one is to limit the 

total slots of each group. In these methods, the throughput of each group can be 

guaranteed and the total throughput will be increased.  

 For both of the beamforming types 4 and 6, the past throughput and the 

time slots are going to use maximum limit proportion parameters, which are going 

to change in the sequence of 0.25, 0.3, 0.5, 0.8 and 1.0. The 0.25 means that if the 

totals were 1.0 and four groups divided it equally, then each group should share 

0.25 separately. The 1.0 means the scheme has no guarantee for the groups other 

than only one group. 
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Figure 4.6 Plot of system throughput with different coefficient 

 From the figure 4.6, we can make the conclusion that with the increasing of 

the parameter we set, the total throughput will decrease. If the parameter is 0.25, 

group 1 will not dominate the throughput so much. In beamforming type 6, which 

is calculating the minimum difference of possible throughput and past throughput, 

while using the past slots parameter, the system will have the best throughput. In 

the beamforming type 4, the algorithm using the SNR of the current slot compared 

with the previous slot, with the past throughput parameter, the system will have 

the worst throughput.  

 However, with the idea of beamforming type 4 and 6, if we decide to 

choose the parameter of 0.3, because using this value, the throughput is much 

better than with no parameter (same as parameter = 1.0). At the same time, the 

fairness is good enough. Figure 4.7 and figure 4.8 shows the comparisons of 
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fairness based these improvement types. Table 4.2 shows the increasing rate of 

each of these four implementations compared with their original status and the 

situation of no beamforming used. 

 

 Table 4.2 Increasing rate when using a parameter to guarantee the minimum 

throughput and time slots 
Total throughput in Mbps \ 

past throughput 

0.3 original 

(1.0) 

Increased in rate no beamforming increasing in rate 

past throughtput with beamtype 

4 

7.514 6.758 11.20% 7.8 -3.70% 

past slots with beamtype 4 7.892 6.758 16.80% 7.8 1.18% 

past throughtput with beamtype 

6 

8.35 6.784 23.10% 7.8 7.05% 

past slots with beamtype 6 8.688 6.784 28.10% 7.8 11.40% 

 

 

Figure 4.7 Plot of fairness based on time slots between groups for the 

beamforming type 4 and 6 with different limitations 
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Figure 4.8 Plot of fairness based on throughput between groups for the 

beamforming type 4 and 6 with different limitations 

 

Figure 4.9 Plot of total throughput for each beamforming type with improvement 

of type 4 and 6 (using coefficient equals 0.3) 
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 The figure 4.9 shows the comparison of all the groups with total throughput 

when using new schemes of beamforming type 4 and 6. From the analysis above, 

both of these two new schemes have guaranteed the fairness either in time slots or 

throughput, also they have a certain improvement comparing with the 

beamforming type 0. The table 4.3 shows the fairness issue, compared with the 

time slots shown in the Table 4.1. All the groups share the channel much equally. 

Table 4.3 Simulation result of using a parameter to guarantee the minimum 

throughput and time slots 

parameter=0.3 past throughput past slots past throughput past slots 

schedulingtype 3 3 3 3 

beamformingtype 4 4 6 6 

sum of groupbyAngle1 12152.2 9298.8 7604.4 6000 

sum of groupbyAngle2 1945.4 2829 3540 4176 

sum of groupbyAngle3 4132 5216 5619.2 5999.8 

sum of groupbyAngle4 1770.4 2656.2 3236.4 3824.2 

GroupbyAngle 1 throughput in Mbps  3.94 2.942 2.506 2.008 

GroupbyAngle 2 throughput in Mbps  0.952 1.386 1.736 2.066 

GroupbyAngle 3 throughput in Mbps  1.746 2.244 2.506 2.704 

GroupbyAngle 4 throughput in Mbps  0.876 1.318 1.6 1.906 

Total throughput in Mbps  7.514 7.892 8.35 8.688 
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 Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the comparisons of fairness based on time slots 

and throughput.  Before using the limitation on beamforming type, type 6 had the 

worst fairness; the group 1 was taking almost all the resources. But after the 

limitation, the fairness has been guaranteed compared with the type 3; also the 

total throughput increases by about 2 Mbps. The reason is we were helping the 

poor group all of the time without the limitation, but after adding limitation, the 

group with bad channels can be increased but the other groups still have certain 

chance to communicate with the BS.  

 

Figure 4.10 Plot of fairness based on time slots for beamforming type 3, 6, past 

throughput limitation of 6 and past slots limitation of 6 
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Figure 4.11 Plot of fairness based on throughput for beamforming type 3, 6, past 

throughput limitation of 6 and past slots limitation of 6 

 

4.1.3 Furthur improvement of beamforming type 6 
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can compare possible and past throughput, either by difference or by ratio. When 
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throughput and the past throughput shown as the equation below. 

      (5) 

 Based on the idea of PF, we can use another equation below. 

                        (6) 

 The simulation result uses the parameter equals 0.3 and shows the results 

below. 
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Table 4.4 Simulation result of different algorithm of beamforming type 6 
Different algorithms of beamforming type 

6 

possible-past possible/past 

schedulingtype 3 3 

beamformingtype 6 6 

sum of groupbyAngle1 6000 6000 

sum of groupbyAngle2 4176 4153.4 

sum of groupbyAngle3 5999.8 5999.8 

sum of groupbyAngle4 3824.2 3846.8 

GroupbyAngle 1 throughput in Mbps 2.008 2.008 

GroupbyAngle 2 throughput in Mbps 2.066 2.056 

GroupbyAngle 3 throughput in Mbps 2.704 2.704 

GroupbyAngle 4 throughput in Mbps 1.906 1.914 

Total throughput in Mbps 8.688 8.684 

 

 From Table 4.4, the total throughput of this new approach stands 

approximately the same as the former algorithm. From the Figure 4.12 and 

Figure 4.13, compared with beamforming type 0 and 5, the fairness based on time 

slots is not as good as type 0 and 5, but it is in an acceptable range. Also for the 

fairness in throughput by each group, there is not much difference, even more 

these two new scheduling types have better performance than beamforming type 0. 
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Figure 4.12 Plot of fairness based on time slots for group 0, 5, and two different 

functions of 6 (with limitation coefficient equals 0.3) 

 

 

Figure 4.13 Plot of fairness based on throughput for group 0, 5, and two different 

functions of 6 (with limitation coefficient equals 0.3) 
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4.2 Simulation Parameters 

4.2.1 Transmission Block 

        In this project, we are considering the transmission block, using 5 time slots 

for the transmission block between groups, and still 1 slot for inside the group. 

The result of the throughput will be less than without using transmission block 

(i.e., a transmission block of 1).  

 

Figure 4.14 Plot of total throughput when using different transmission block 

 The Figure 4.14 shows that the total throughput decreases with the 
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scheduling is no longer based on the current channel conditions. The changes in 
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throughput are rather drastic. However, this algorithm is useful for considering 

real wireless networks because it is may not be possible to switch the beam each 

slot; it is important to consider the cost of switching the beam and the 

improvement of the system throughput. How many slots are in one transmission 

block should be carefully decided, because with more slots in one block, the 

throughput will decrease much more significantly.  

4.2.2 Directional Gain 

 The second simulation parameter in this project is directional gain. When 

we increase the directional gain from 0dB to 10dB, the total throughputs and 

throughputs for each group will be increased. Taking beamforming type 5 as an 

example, the throughput can be shown by Figure 4.15. 

\ 

 

Figure 4.15 Plot of total throughput when using different directional gain in 

beamforming type 5 
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 As we can see the throughput with 10dB is increasing much more 

significantly versus systems that have lower directional gain. However, we cannot 

simply increase the directional gain as we wish, since much more expensive 

antenna configurations would be required. 

 

4.2.3 Total Number of Users 

 The other important parameter is the number of users in the system. In a 

real wireless system, there can be hundreds of users in one cell while others may 

have very few users. The number will also change with the time; for instance, the 

throughput will have a huge difference in a business center between the daytime 

and the night. The following table shows the difference with the number of users 

in one cell. 
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Figure 4.16 Plot of total throughout when using different number of users in the 

system 

 From Figure 4.16, we can draw the conclusion that with the growing 
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4.3 Conclusion 

 In this project, we mainly focus on the throughput and the time slots for 

several comparisons, such as different beamforming types, some improvement for 

these types, and variable parameters that can affect system performance. 

Beamforming technology can lead wireless networks with a great improvement at 

the aspects of both the throughput and time slots. However, in the real wireless 

networks, there are many other factors involved with the environmental 

parameters. Based on the research, the weather, such as the wind and clouds can 

have little effect on the channel condition. As a result, in this project, all the 

parameters are only the approximate values. Moreover, the Max C/I, RR and PF 

schemes used inside the group and the six variations of the PF scheme used 

between the groups can be used effectively for modern communication systems 

and group requirements.  
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 There are lots of requirements for today’s wireless networks, the download 

speed of the LTE network is a critically important problem. In the meantime, how 

to be fair to all the users is another up-and-coming issue. The improvement of 

these two aspects at the same time is vitally urgent, because sometimes these two 

requirements conflict with each other. How to make a balance of this, especially 

during the emergency situation is important.  

 In this project, we use a more advanced technique called beamforming in 

the wireless networks. The BS can provide more power to certain groups of users, 

leading to an increasing of the throughput not only for individuals but also for the 

whole system. We advanced six different types of beamforming algorithm, the 

beamforming types 2, 3 and 5 can improve both the throughput and the fairness at 

the same time. Types 4 and 6 obtain much better performance after we implement 

a guarantee for all the groups. Moreover, the new approach of beamforming type 6 

can give more expression to the idea of PF. There are also some key parameters in 

this project, such as transmission block and directional gain, which can affect 

system performance. 

 We only chose to use group scheduling in this project. The PF scheme is 

utilized between the groups, and there are three schemes, which are Max C/I, RR 
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and PF used inside group, which are implemented in our simulation. As we can 

make the conclusion, the PF scheme is vitally important, for the reason it obtains a 

good trade-off between throughput and fairness.  

 However, for today’s wireless environment, there are lots of other advanced 

technologies that have been developed for emergency communications beyond 

group scheduling, for instance, cooperative relaying, ad hoc networking, satellite 

radios, multicasting and push to talk. Yet, beamforming technology is the most 

important in being able to use and implement with high performance.  

There are some more works that should be done based on this project in the future. 

The fairness is still one of the most important issues, because there is no certain 

measurement for the fairness; we just compared the throughput and time slots in 

this project, but there are certainly other ways where more research is required. 

Also, shadowing should be considered in the fading problem. Moreover delay and 

packet collision issues cannot be ignored with more users and much longer period 

of simulation time. As a result, more research is required in this area, and it will 

certainly promote the development of our wireless networks.  
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